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The missing something
The lost meaning
The vital connection
The bigger picture
Before and beyond physical matter
Some independent minded
scientists, artists, healers, teachers
talk about the Aether
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Musicians, poets, artists are all familiar with
the Aether - if not by name - through working
with tone, time, rhythm, atmosphere etc...
In the Beginning was the Word’, and this brings to our attention the role of
sound in the creation of the manifest universe... sound generates vibratory
patterns in substance and, through this, forms are created or destroyed...

The cosmos is filled with music. And when you go into
this other consciousness, that's what you experience.
You're surrounded by the music of the spheres.
‘Just as the power of our soul is brought to bear on our members
through the spirit, so the force of the World-soul is spread....
through all things through the quintessence,
which is active everywhere, as the spirit inside the World’s body...’
A strange extended Orb of Joy, proceeding from within,
Which did on ev’ry side display its force;
And being nigh of Kin to God, did ev’ry way dilate its Self,
Ev’n instantaneously,
Yet an indivisible Centre stay, In it surrounding all Eternity.
‘Twas not a Sphere; yet did appear
One infinite: ‘Twas somewhat everywhere.’
Acknowledgement of the aetheric in the arts would
open up vistas ... of the universe in a completely new
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